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Squid is a caching proxy for the Web 
supporting HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, and more.

Supports transparent proxying.

Supports proxy hierarchies (ICP protocol).

Squid is not an origin server!



Apache with mod_proxy
Internet Information Services
nginx
Privoxy
WinGate
Netscape Proxy
Microsoft Proxy Server
NetAppliance’s NetCache
CacheFlow
Cisco Cache Engine



Is a server or an application that acts as an 
intermediary for requests from clients seeking 
resources from other servers.
Internal users communicate with the proxy, 
which in turn talks to the Internet.
Gates private address space (RFC 1918) into 
publicly routable address space.
Allows one to implement policies:

 Restrict who can access the Internet.
 Restrict what sites users can access.
 Provides detailed logs of user activity.



Stores a local copy of objects fetched.

Subsequent accesses by other users in the 
organization are served from the local cache, 
rather than the origin server.

Reduces network bandwidth.

Users experience faster web access.



User requests a page: http://training.kenet.or.ke/

Browser forwards request to proxy.

Proxy optionally verifies user’s identity and 
checks policy for right to access 
training.kenet.or.ke.

Assuming right is granted, fetches page and 
returns it to user.

http://training.kenet.or.ke/


User configures web browser to use proxy 
instead of connecting directly to origin 
servers.

 Manual configuration for older PC based 
browsers, and many UNIX browsers (e.g., 
Lynx).

 Proxy auto-configuration file for Netscape 
2.x+ or Internet Explorer 4.x+.

 Far more flexible caching policy.
 Simplifies user configuration, help desk 

support, etc.



Check cache for existing copy of object 
(lookup based on MD5 hash of URL).
If it exists in cache.

 Check object’s expire time; if expired, fall 
back to origin server.

 Check object’s refresh rule; if expired, 
perform an If-Modified-Since against origin 
server.

 If object still considered fresh, return cached 
object to requester.



If object is not in cache, expired, or otherwise 
invalidated.

 Fetch object from origin server.
 If 500 error from origin server, and 

expired object available, returns 
expired object.

 Test object for cacheability; if 
cacheable, store local copy.



HTTP
 Must have a Last-Modified: tag.
 If origin server required HTTP authentication for 

request, must have Cache-Control: public tag.
 Ideally also has an Expires or Cache-Control: max-

age tag.
 Content provider decides what header tags to 

include.
 Web servers can auto-generate some tags, such as 

Last-Modified and Content-Length, under certain 
conditions.

FTP
 Squid sets Expires time to fetch timestamp + 2 days.



HTTPS, WAIS
HTTP

 No Last-Modified: tag.
 Authenticated objects.
 Cache-Control: private, no-cache, and 

no-store tags.
 URLs with cgi-bin or ? in them.
 POST method (form submission).



Caching is a good thing for you!
Make cgi and other dynamic content 
generators return Last-Modified and 
Expires/Cache-Control tags whenever 
possible.

If at all possible, also include a Content-Length 
tag to enable use of persistent connections.

Consider using Cache-Control: public, must-
revalidate for authenticated web sites.



If you need a page hit counter, make one 
small object on the page non-cacheable.

FTP sites, due to lack of Last-Modified 
timestamps, are inherently non-cacheable.  
Put (large) downloads on your web site 
instead of on, or in addition to, an FTP site.



Microsoft’s IIS with ASP generates non-
cacheable pages by default.
Other scripting suites (e.g., Cold Fusion) also 
require special work to make cacheable.
Squid doesn’t implement support for Vary: 
tag yet; considers object non-cacheable.
Squid currently treats Cache-Control: must-
revalidate as Cache-Control: private.



Router forwards all traffic to port 80 to proxy 
machine using a route policy.

Advantages.
Requires no explicit proxy configuration in the 
user’s browser.



Disadvantages
 Route policies put excessive CPU load on 

routers on many (Cisco) platforms.
 Kernel hacks to support it on the proxy 

machine are still unstable.
 Often leads to mysterious page retrieval 

failures.
 Only proxies HTTP traffic on port 80; not FTP 

or HTTP on other ports.
 No redundancy in case of failure of the proxy.



Recommendation:  Don’t use it!
Create a proxy auto-configuration file and 
instruct users to point at it.
If you want to force users to use your proxy, 
either

Block all traffic to port 80.
Use a route policy to redirect port 80 traffic to an 
origin web server and return a page explaining 
how to configure the various web browsers to 
access the proxy.



Default squid.conf file is heavily commented! 
Read it!
Must set:

 cache_dir (one per disk).
 cache_peer (one per peer) if participating in 

a hierarchy.
 cache_mem (8-16M preferred, even for large 

caches).
 acl rules (default rules mostly work, but must 

reflect your address space).



Provides a way to limit the bandwidth of 
certain requests based on any list of criteria.

enabled by configuring squid with --enable-
delay-pools before compilation.



class 1 - a class 1 delay pool contains a single unified bucket 
which is used for all requests from hosts subject to the pool.
class 2 - a class 2 delay pool contains one unified bucket and 255 
buckets, one for each host on an 8-bit network (IPv4 class C). 
class 3 - contains 255 buckets for the subnets in a 16-bit network, 
and individual buckets for every host on these networks (IPv4 class 
B ).
class 4 - as class 3 but in addition have per authenticated user 
buckets, one per user. 
class 5 - custom class based on tag values returned by 
external_acl_type helpers in http_access. One bucket per used tag 
value.



Delay pools allows you to limit traffic for clients or client groups, with various 
features:
can specify peer hosts which aren't affected by delay pools.
delay behavior is selected by ACLs.
each group of users has a number of buckets, a bucket has an amount 
coming into it in a second and a maximum amount it can grow to; when it 
reaches zero, objects reads are deferred until one of the object's clients has 
some traffic allowance.
any number of pools can be configured with a given class and any set of 
limits within the pools can be disabled.

This allows options such as creating a number of class 1 delay pools and 
allowing a certain amount of bandwidth to given object types (by using URL 
regular expressions or similar), and many other uses I'm sure I haven't even 
though of beyond the original fair balancing of a relatively small traffic 
allocation across a large number of users.



delay pools are incompatible with slow aborts; quick abort should be set 
fairly low to prevent objects being retrieved at full speed once there are no 
clients requesting them (as the traffic allocation is based on the current 
clients, and when there are no clients attached to the object there is no way 
to determine the traffic allocation).
delay pools only limits the actual data transferred and is not inclusive of 
overheads such as TCP overheads, ICP, DNS, ICMP pings, etc.
it is possible for one connection or a small number of connections to take all 
the bandwidth from a given bucket and the other connections to be starved 
completely, which can be a major problem if there are a number of large 
objects being transferred and the parameters are set in a way that a few 
large objects will cause all clients to be starved (potentially fixed by a 
currently experimental patch).
in Squid 3.1 the class-based pools do not work yet with IPv6 addressed 
clients.
In squid older than 3.1 the delay pool bucket is limited to 32-bits and thus 
has a rather low MB cap on both bucket content and refill rate. The bucket 
size is now raised to 64-bit 'unlimited' values, but refill rate remains low. 



function FindProxyForURL(url, host)

{

        if (isPlainHostName(host) ||

                dnsDomainIs(host, ".cawtech.com"))

                return "DIRECT";

        if ((url.substring(0, 5) == "http:") ||

            (url.substring(0, 6) == "https:") ||

            (url.substring(0, 4) == "ftp:") ||

            (url.substring(0, 7) == "gopher:"))

                return "PROXY proxy.cawtech.com:3128; DIRECT";

        return "DIRECT";

}



Requirements:
 WPAD requires the following services 

to be running.
 Apache web server.
 DHCP.
 DNS.



Use Calamaris logfile analysis script, 
available at http://calamaris.cord.de/
.

Use modified MRTG/Cacti with Squid’s 
SNMP support to monitor.

http://calamaris.cord.de/


Squid

Squid is an open source proxy server
•its main use is as a forward proxy server but it can also be set up as a reverse 
proxy server
•its genesis is back with the original CERN HTTP server from 1994 which had a 
caching module
•the caching module was separated and it has evolved over time into Squid
In these notes, we will look at installing and running a basic 
configuration for Squid along with setting up access control list 
directives to control access and content
we are going to skip over a lot of detail on Squid as there is not sufficient time to 
cover it



Squid Configuration

•Once  installed, running Squid is fairly simple if you don’t 
want to make any changes 
•The configuration the config file is squid.conf
•we will study some of the configuration directives later
•As with Apache, changing the conf file requires that you 
restart so that the file can be reread
•you can keep Squid running and still have it reread this file
•Just run Squid -k reconfigure command to reread the new 
changes
•Squid directives and values are case sensitive!



Initializing the Cache

Before running Squid, and whenever you want to add a new cache 
directory, you must first initialize the cache directory(ies)
squid  –z
this initializes all of the directories listed in the Cache variable 
cache_dir

For this command to work successfully:
•you must make sure that the owner that Squid runs under (probably 
squid) has read and write permission for each of the directories under 
cache_dir
•when these directories are created, make sure they are either owned 
by squid or that squid is in the same group as the owner
•The name of the owner of these directories is established using the 
cache_effective_user directive in squid.conf



 Squid ACLs

squid allows you to define access control lists (acls) which in turn can then 
be used to specify rules for access

• who should be able to access web pages via squid?
• what pages should be accessible?  are there restrictions based on file name?  

web server? web page content or size?
• what pages should be cached?
• what pages can be redirected?

such rules are defined in two portions
• acl definition (similar to what we saw when defining accessors in bind) 
• followed by an access statement (allow or deny statements)

Squid offers a variety of acl definition types
• IP addresses
• IP aliases
• URLs
• User names (requiring authentication)
• file types



Defining ACLs and Rules

Define access in two steps
first, define your ACL statements

• simple definitions of a name to a specification 
– such as calling a particular IP address “home” or using a regular expression 

to match against URLs and calling them “homenetwork”

• each acl contains a type that specifies what type of information you 
are using as a comparison, e.g., IP address, IP alias, user name, 
filename, port address, regular expression

second, define a rule for how the ACL(s) is to be used
• the rule will typically specify if this acl can or cannot gain access 

through squid, for instance, if foo is a previously defined acl, then 
the following allows access

– http_access allow foo

you must define an acl before you use it in any rule



Example

The most common form of acl is to define and permit access to 
specific clients
we will define some src (source IP address) acls 

• typically with src, we define specific IP addresses or subnetworks (rather 
than IP aliases)

acl  src  localhost 127.0.0.1
• here, we define the source acl “localhost” to be the IP address 127.0.0.1

acl  src  mynet  10.2/16
• this could also be 10.2.0.0/16

Now we use our acls to allow and deny access
http_access  allow  localhost
http_access  allow  mynet
http_access  deny  all

• here, we are allowing access only from localhost and those on “mynet”, 
everyone else is denied

• order  of the allow and deny statements is critical, we will explore this next time



Time ACLs
To control when users can access the proxy server, based on either days of 
the week, or times (or both)

S, M, T, W, H, F, A for Sunday – Saturday, D for weekdays
time specified as a range, hh:mm – hh:mm in military time

The format is acl name time [day(s)] [hh:mm - hh:mm]
example:  to specify weekdays from 9 am to 5 pm:

• acl  weekdays  time D 09:00 – 17:00

example:  to specify Saturday and Sunday:
• acl  weekend  time  SA

The first time must be less than the second
•if  you want to indicate a time that wraps around midnight, such as 9:30 pm 
to 5:30 am, you have to divide this into two definitions (9:30 pm – 11:59 
pm, and 12:00 am – 5:30 am)
•if days have different times,  you need to separate them into multiple 
statements, such as wanting to define a time for M 3-7 and W 3-8 would 
require two definitions



Regular Expressions and more ACLs

As stated earlier, you can specify regular expressions in 
srcdom_regex and dstdom_regex

There are also regex versions to build rules for the URL
url_regex and urlpath_regex

• for the full URL and the path (directory) portion of the URL 
respectively

– you might use this to find URLs that contain certain words, such as paths 
that include “bin”, or paths/filenames that include words like “porn”

 ident_regex
• to apply regular expressions to user names after the squid server 

performs authentication



Matching Against ACLs

As we have seen, a single ACL can contain multiple items to match 
against
ACL lists are “ORed” items – the ACL is true if there is a match 
among any item in the list
to establish if an ACL is true, Squid works down the list of items looking for 
the first match, or the end of the list

• if a match is found, the ACL is established as true, otherwise that ACL is 
established as false

for example:  acl Simpsons ident Lisa Bart Marge Homer
• Squid will attempt to confirm that the user’s identity, as previously established 

via authentication, matches any one of the items

if you have a lot of ACLs and/or lengthy lists in ACLs, it is worthwhile 
ordering the entries based on most common to least common

• imagine that Homer is the most common user, then move Homer’s name to be 
first in the list, and if Bart is the least common user, move his name to the end



Types of Rules

The most common rule is the http_access rule
access is either allow or deny

if allow and the acl matches, then you are allowing the client to have access, 
if deny and the acl matches, you are disallowing the client to have access

You can also use http_reply_access
this allows the retrieved item to be let through the proxy server back to the 
client, again you can use allow or deny

• this rule allows you to supply definitions that can disallow items being returned 
based on content (type, size, etc)

You can control whether an item is cached or not using no_cache 
rules
here, the word “no” in a rule means “do not cache” 

• it looks like a double negative:  no_cache someACL no

you would use this to ensure certain pages do not get cached (e.g., they have 
dynamic content, they aren’t worth caching, they are too large)



Matching Rules

Imagine an access rule says
http_access allow A B C D

• this means that all of A, B, C and D must be true for access to be allowed
• Squid will stop searching this rule after the first mismatch, so again, you 

might order these in this case from the least likely to the most likely to be 
more efficient (if A is usually true but C is seldom true, put C first)

http_access deny A B C D
• all must be true to deny access, if any are untrue, the rule is skipped

To create OR access rules, list each access rule sequentially 
as in
http_access allow A
http_access allow B

• now, if either A or B are true, access is allowed



Allow vs Deny Order

•Squid  is based strictly on the order of the rules as they appear in your conf 
file

In Squid, you do this in the opposite way
place an allow statement first, if the rule is true, then the remainder of the 
rules are skipped
add a deny all type statement at the end to act as a default or “fall through” 
case
you might define ALL to be everyone (e.g., IP address 0/0)
the deny all will look like this:  http_access deny  ALL

You can specify multiple sets of rules, typically each set will 
contain allow statements and end with a deny ALL



Rule Organization

You have to place your allow and deny rules in a logical manner 
for them to work
for instance, you would not do http_access deny All as the first rule because 
it would be true of everyone and no other rules would be checked

You will want to do is organize rules generally like this:
specific denial rules
specific acceptance rules
http_access deny All

In this way, if a particular situation fits both a denial and 
acceptance rule, the access is denied
for instance, a request may be acceptable because it has the proper src IP 
address, but it is during the wrong time of day, so it should ultimately be 
denied
by reversing the order of the denial and acceptance rules, the request would 
be fulfilled because as soon as it is accepted, access is allowed an no further 
rules are considered



Common Scenarios

Allowing only local clients
acl ALL src 0/0
acl MyNetwork src 172.31/16
http_access allow MyNetwork
http_access deny ALL
Blocking a few clients (assume ALL and MyNetwork are as 
defined above)
acl ProblemHosts 172.31.1.5 172.31.1.6 172.31.4/24
http_access deny ProblemHosts
http_access allow MyNetwork
http_access deny ALL

• notice the ordering here, since MyNetwork is more general than 
ProblemHosts, we first deny anyone specifically in ProblemHosts, then 
we allow access to those in MyNetwork that were not in ProblemHosts



Cont'd

Denying access to any URL that looks like it might 
contain pornography
acl PornSites url_regex –i porn nude sex [add more terms here]
http_access deny PornSites
http_access allow ALL

• here we allow anyone access if the URL does not include the list of 
PornSite words

We might want to add to this a refusal to accept replies 
that contain movie or image files
acl Movies rep_mime_type video/*
acl Images rep_mime_type image/*
http_reply_access deny Movies
http_reply_access deny Images
http_reply_access allow ALL



Cont'd

Here, we restrict access to be working hours and our own site 
(disallow access to URLs off site)
acl WorkHours D 08:30-17:30
acl OurLocation dstdomain “/usr/local/squid/etc/ourURLS”
http_access allow WorkHours OurLocation
http_access deny ALL

And here is an example to permit only specific port accesses
acl SafePorts port 80 21 443 563 70 210 280 488 591 777 1025-65535
acl SSLPorts port 443 563
acl CONNECT method CONNECT
http_access deny !SafePorts
http_access deny CONNECT !SSLPorts
http_access allow ALL



Log Files
As with Apache, Squid uses log files to store messages of 
importance and to maintain access and error logs

However, one additional log that Squid has that Apache does not is a 
cache log in order to record what files are cached
there are also optional log files available

• useragent.log and referer.log which contain information about user agent 
headers and web referers for every access

• swap.state and netdb_statestore information regarding the disk and 
network performance of Squid

you can control the names of the log files and which of these optional 
log files are used through directives in your conf file
because there are so many logs and they can generate a lot of content, 
there are log rotation tools available just as with Apache



Cache.log
This log contains: 
•configuration information
•warnings about performance problems
•errors
Entries are of the form
date time | message
Configuration messages might include: 
•process ID of a starting squid process
•successful (or failed) tests to the DNS and the DNS IP address (as obtained 
from resolv.conf)
•starting helper programs

The remaining cache entries are made based on a specified 
debug level that dictate which types of operations should be 
logged here
normal information, warnings, errors, emergencies, etc



access.log
Much like Apache’s access log, Squid’s access log will store every 
request received
each entry contains 10 pieces of information

• timestamp
• response time
• client address
• status code of request
• size of file transferred
• HTTP method
• URI
• client identity (if available)
• how requests were fulfilled on a cache miss (that is, where we had to go to get the 

file)
• content type

status codes differ from Apache as they indicate cache access as well as server 
status codes, and include these:

• TCP_HIT, TCP_MISS, TCP_REFRESH_HIT, TCP_REF_FAIL_HIT, 
TCP_REFRESH_MISS, TCP_CLIENT_REFRESH_MISS, TCP_IMS_HIT, 
TCP_SWAPFAIL_MISS, TCP_NEGATIVE_HIT, TCP_MEM_HIT, TCP_DENIED, 
TCP_OFFLINE_HIT, TCP_REDIRECT and NONE



?
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